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Many local school districts have made uniforms an important part of an overall Mandatory Uniforms in Public Schools as
a Means of Combating Crime. PAGES.

Students do not go to school to find out the latest fashions. The older students sell their uniforms to the
younger students for a low price. Instead of all students just being students, students get separated into the rich
versus the poor, the popular versus the unpopular, and the stylish versus the unstylish. Denying children and
teenagers the opportunity to make those choices may make them ill-prepared for the adult world. They have
nights and weekends to express themselves through clothing. The father stands his ground but later he regrets
it when his daughter will not speak to him. Other ways to implement a mandatory uniform policy is to write
letters to the school district or to the local government. The ultimate socializer to crush rebellion is conformity
in appearance. More substantive improvements to public education could be achieved with smaller class sizes,
tightened security, increased parental involvement, improved facilities, and other measures. School uniforms
like those worn at American Preparatory Academy in Las Vegas improve discipline and attendance. Except
the free-expression lawsuits never came. The problem of students having too much stress has the potential of
becoming a serious health problem among high school students. With uniforms there is not a combat about the
clothes that students wear to school. Be yourself. Some of the schools who have adopted the mandatory
uniform policy will help pay for uniforms for those in need but, the parents think that most schools are in
financial need and that money should not be wasted on clothing. To illustrate, students perceive their clothing
as a way to explicit their emotions, show their creative abilities, express their opinions, and display
individualism; if they have to wear uniforms to school the students opportunity to reveal their personality is
eliminated. Let us know! The shooter was arrested and the sixteen year old victim was rushed to the
Emergency Room in critical condition where he was treated with extensive surgery. Faculty members are also
able to determine who is and who is not a student. Most of the time, I think kids in this country are very
spoiled and very selfish too. We can see this in military personnel, bridesmaids and emergency service
workers. Uniforms are sturdy and designed to stand up to repeated washings. They saw dress as a mode of
expression in schoolyard politics, and in world politics: in , in Tinker v. When a group of students start
wearing designer clothes all students feel like they have to wear designer clothes or they will be made fun of
in front of their friends. While in theory the right to such overt political expressionâ€”the armband, the
political button or patchâ€”would still be upheld by courts, the spirit behind that freedom has disappeared. The
student may not be able to handle the badgering. The oft-quoted improvements to school safety and student
behavior in the Long Beach CA Unified School District from may not have resulted from the introduction of
school uniforms. Some parents have a constant fight with their children about their clothes. School uniforms
provide a sense of identity and community. By adding uniforms, more than one in every ten students pass and
perform better on challenging state tests and graduate with a high school diploma. Keith King also states, for
seventy to ninety dollars a set of three uniforms may be purchased. This program does not cost the school
anything. Wheeler stated that "clothing is integral to gang culture Moreover, the practicalities of enforcement
in schools create further complications and inconsistencies. Students need to find other ways to express their
creative abilities besides clothes. No more worrying about what to wear! In addition, mandatory uniforms
would not create a military environment; it would create a disciplined environment and that is what a lot of
our students need.


